AUGUST   19-OCTOBER   9,    1911
dawn to come, forgetting that there could be no dawn. The
dawn was the turning on of the electric lights in the corridor.
Walk on navigating deck, where all the ventilators were
secretly whirring, and two engineers arguing about a valve.
Steering places hidden off. Top steering place deserted, so that
it seemed as if the ship was steering herself. I look down a shaft
like a coalpit (into depths of ship) which is lighted at stages by
electricity, and there is a great draught up it. What it was for
I didn't know. Enormous amount of covered-in machinery on
top deck, but I could actually see one fan whirring.
Lovely morning. Rippled sea as we leave Ireland. Dining
saloon for breakfast. Size of it shown by sudden perceptions
that features of people in opposite corner were blurred by distance.
Humility of people waiting till they are served. It would
want some pluck to make a row in this place, the stewards are
so self-respecting.
Going out on to starboard deck (on thfe floor) I am startled
to see it crowded. Steerage passengers. This is their play-
ground. I walked round the forward part of the ship and saw
their dining-rooms, kitchens and broad staircases leading to
different sections of berths, I had a glimpse of one berth; it
seemed all right. All along deck here and there were entrances
to paradises forbidden to them. Netting hung down from deck
above gave sense of being cooped up. Certainly they were
very close together. A certain natural brazenness about
some of them—girls, who would not give and take to me in
passing.
I discovered vast parts of the ship whose existence I had not
imaginatively preconceived.
Monday, October gth.
7 a.m.
Ragged sky. Black water all round horizon. Nothing in
sight. Moon not set. FulT moon.
Again, sense of unsuspected populations. This sense helped by
a mysterious ringing of a bell in distant part of ship, calling some
unknown population to its meal.
Inspection of ship with Mr. A	, Chief Steward.
yd Class.   Inoculation for small-pox.   Fares £7.
Men watching girls and girls then watching men.   " Having
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